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Introduction
David Zuck was a consultant
anaesthetist at Chase Farrrr
Hospital, Fnfield, for 34 years,
retiring in 1988. He is an honorary member and a past presi-

dent of the History

o{

Anaesthesia Society, and has
been assisting in setting up the
exhibitions in the Association's
BOC Museum for the past two
ii

Cont.rary to what appears to be the general
impression, the first ether anaesthetics were

administered using apparatuses, or vaporizers,
not by the more primitive 'open' or 'rag and
bottle' method which soon displaced them. All
these early inhalers were based on apparatus,
generally chemical, already in existence. Thus
Morton's was essentially a retort fitted with
valves. Robinson's inhaler, and Squire's, in the
UK, were adaptations of the lower vessel of a
Nooth's apparatus, which had originally been
designed for the domestic production of soda-

years. Qualifications are FRCA,
DHMSA(diploma in the history

water.' In France, Charribre's was on the Nooth

of medicine, society of apothe

principle, while Dieffenbach's

caries).

followed Morton's designs. Everyone was in a
hurry, and designed his own, so they were one-

in

Germany

offs, made by the local instrument maker, and
of material that a craftsman could readily
adapt, which meant glass. The limitations of

these early vaporizers are apparent

in

the

number of contemporary accounts of failure to
anaesthetise patients adequately or at all; and
the problems faced by the earliest practitioners
will be familiar also to all anaesthetists over a
certain age. Those whose experience extends to
before the 1950s will be well acquainted with
the difficulty of achieving an adequate depth of
anaesthesia when ether was being vaporized in
the glass bottle of a Boyle's machine. They
would have observed the condensation of watcr.
vapour from ttre air onto the surface of the
bottle, and even ice formation. They would
have attempted to raise the ether concentration
by the application of warmth, either from the
hand, or the warm water can which hooked on
to the back bar. So here already we see some of
the important physical principles which

the cooling effect of evaporation in a liquid was
made towards the end of the C17, when it was
observed that if a thermometer was taken out
of cold water into warmer air, the temperature
sank below that of both the water and the air,
and that this effect was less marked in rainy
weather. This was a vety acute observation;

evaporation, and the consequent fall in
temperature, would be less in a humid
atmosphere.

William Cullen (1710-L790), the ver.y
distinguished professor of medicine first at
Glasgow and later at Edinburgh, investigated
vaporization in some detail, and concluded that
the cooling effect of any liquid

was

proportional to its volatility. His observations
led to developments in hygrometry, and to the
invention of the wet and dry bulb thermometer.
But the greatest advance was made by his
student, and successor,Joseph Black.
Specific Heat
Joseph Black (1728-1799), studied medicine
and graduated at Glasgow University, but his
main interest was in chemistry (figure 1) . He
succeeded Cullen as professor of anatomy and
lecturer in chemistry in 1756, and ten years
later followed him as professor of chemistry at
Edinburgh. Between 1759 and 1764 Black made
observations on heat, by the method of mixing

hot and cold substances, in the copper

influenced the design of vaporizers. These
were first put into effect byJohn Snow, who, by
the end ofJanuary 1847,had designed a metal
vaporizer which allowed him, by controlling the
ambient temperature, to determine the ether
concentration.

The Physics of Vaporization
The first recorded scientific observation of

Figure 1. Joseph Black
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calorimeter, experiments which have been repeated by

the temperature of a body over that of

its

bemused children in school
physics laboratories since. He showed, by mixing equal

surroundings. This law was of some comfort to
practical anaesthetists, whose experience was at

weights

variance

many generations

of

of different liquids at widely different

temperatures, or immersing a metal in a liquid, that
the resultant temperature would not be the average of
the two, but, especially if the liquid were water, would
be much lower. From this he concluded that different
substarices had different, as he called it, 'capacities for
heat', or as we say now, specific

heats.

Latent Heat

He went on to study changes of state. The
contemporary belief was that once a solid had warmed
to its melting temperature, or a liquid had reached its
vaporizing poinq, only a minute amount of extra heat
was needed to effect the change of state; in effect that
the change from solid to liquid, or liquid to vapour or
gas, ryas a toggle reaction which required a hairspring
trigger. But Black, from the observation which must
have been made often by many but thought about by
none, that large masses of snow and ice persisted for
many weeks and only melted very slowly in the mild
spring weatheq was spurred to investigate this change
of state. As he pointed out, if the theory had really
been the case, the consequences would have been
dreadful. The instant melting of large masses of snow
and ice would have resulted in violent torrents and
such great flooding as to have swept everything away.
But ice, he pointed out, melts so slowly that it can be

kept for long periods, even until the end of the
summer, in ice-houses, such as can still be seen in the
grounds of stately homes.' Black showed that while it is
obvious that melting ice receives a great deal of heat,
the temperature of the water that drips from it is no
greater than that of the ice. llence a great quantity of
heat was entering the ice, with no effect other than to

it fluidity. It appeared to be absorbed and
concealed, without being detectable by thermometry in Black's words, it was 'rendered latent.' By comparing
the time taken by equal weights of water and ice at
32"F to reach room temperature, he calculated the
latent heat of ice to a figure very close to the present
give

accepted value of 80 calories per gram. Then, in
October 1762, he investigated the change which occurs
when water at its boiling point is converted into steam,
and obtained a value for the latent heat of vaporization
which is lower than that presently accepted, but within

a respectable distance. This work, shortly afterwards,
was made use of by his pupil and friendJames Watt, in

the development of the steam engine.

Rate of heat transJer

In

1701 Isaac,Newton (1642-1727) enunciated what

has become known eponpnously as his Law of Cooling.

In modern parlance ttfs states that the rate of cooling
- i.e. of heat transfer - is proportional to the excess of
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with the assertion of the academics, who
appeared to imply that it did not matter if the ether
container was in contact with freezing water, because
the latent heat of crystallization would still be imparted
to the ether,4 So it was, but much too slowly to prevent
the patient from waking up.
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Particulate Theory and the Gas Laws
Research into the physics of the atmosphere during
the middle of the seventeenth century was the main
stimulus for the revival of interest in the classical
theory of Epicurus (347-270 BC), that all matter is
composed of particles moving in empty space. Galileo
(156+1642\, by comparing the weight of a glass globe
containing air first at atmospheric pressure and then
compressed, showed that air had weight. His assistant,
Evangelista Torricelli (1608-1647), reasoning from the
well-known fact that water could be pumped only to a
height of about thirty feet, demonstrated that the
weight or pressure of the atmosphere would only
support a column of about thirty inches of mercury,
and that the sealed tube above contained a vacuum.
Following the invention of the vacuum pump in about
1650 by Otto von Guericke (1602-1686), Robert Boyle
(1627-1691), with the assistance of Robert Hooke (16351703), constructed his own, and showed, among other

things, that air was necessary for life and for
combustion. He also demonstrated the reciprocal
relationship between the pressure and the volume of a
gas in a closed space, which we now call Boyle's Law.
To explain his observation of what he called'the spring
of air' (its compressibility), he offered an atomic model.
It envisaged a continuum of identical corpuscles, more
or less at rest, but since air is compressible it required
that the corpuscles themselves be compressible, like
little springs, or coils of wool. Boyle's concept of the
structure of matter seems to have been that it was
rather like a pile of spring mattresses without their
covers. It is not unknown for Robert Boyle to be
confused with Edmund Boyle (1875-1941), of the
Boyle's machine.
Newton, Boyle's contemporary, gave some
theoretical support to Boyle's hypothesis, but, as is well
known, his fundamental particles were solid, massive,
impenetrable, and moveable, and existed in empty
space. They were subject to his laws of motion, inertia,
and gravity, and were identical and indestructible. But
their mobility was restricted to vibration, and there
were problems with a model where the atoms were

either static or had limited mobility. It could not
explain the ability of a gas to expand indefinitely in all
directions, so an additional assumption was
introduced, that particles were able to repel each other

at a

distance. Subsequently this repulsion was
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attributed to 'caloric'. as will be mentioned later. It was
necessary also to explain vaporization. This was
difficult, and by the end of the ClS Lavoisier and
others were teaching that air acted as a solvent for
water, and that the moisture in the atmosphere was
somehow attracted to and chemically combined with
air, which itself was thought to be a loosely bound
compound of oxygen and nitrogen. The great novelty
of Dalton's atomic theory was the postulate that the
fundamental particles were not identical, but that
those of each element were of different weight. It was
Dalton also who showed that air was a mixture. not a
compound.
The Nature of Heat - Caloric
I

Robert Hooke during the later part

of the C17

regarded heat as the manifestation of rapid motion of
the fundamental particles, and Daniel Bernoulli in the
tenth chapter of his Hydrodynamica (f738) developed
a kinetic theory ofheat and gases, and derived Boyle's
Law mathematically from it. But the accepted idea was
that heat was a subtle, ethereal substance, given the
name 'caloric' towards the end of the C18 by Lavoisier,
which was able to insinuate itself between particles,
causing them to repel one another. Thus a gas was a
fundamental chemical substance + caloric. Oxygen gas
was-oxygen + caloric. Without caloric, oxygen became
'fixed' in an oxide, and carbon dioxide (the original
'fixed' gas), in a carbonate . Humphry DarT, in one of
his earliest publications, rejected caloric, and tried to
replace it by light. For him oxygen gas was oxygen +

I

l,
t.

ll

light, which he named 'phosoxygen'. But he soon
abandoned this position, and although he continued to

reject caloric, others found it a useful explanation or
analogy for the flow of heat, and it took many years for
the idea to die out completely.

Daltory vapour pressure, and atomicity
Observing that liquids evaporate in the Torricellian
vacuum at the top of a barometer tube, John Dalton
(f766-1844) realised that evaporation must be a
physical, not a chemical phenomenon. His interest in
climatology led him to investigate the vaporization of
water, using the established method of introducing
liquid into the vacuum above the mercury in a
barometer tube, and measuring the pressure exerted,
by the depression of the mercury. He showed that
when equilibrium is reached, the pressure exerted by
the vapour varies only with temperature, and he
introduced the expression 'saturated vapour pressure.'

To confirm the universality of his observations

he
repeated the measurements using other liquids and at

different temperatures. So we find, to our great

surprize, that as early as 1808 Dalton had published a
table which included the saturated vapour pressure of
ether over a range of temperatures.&Ihere was nothing
prescient or prophetic about this. Etherjust happened
to be popular with experimenters as a representative
volatile liquid. Dalton's measurements are expressed in
inches of mercury, but when we convert them we find
that his results were reasonably accurate (fig. 2).
Dalton's table of the SVP of ether was revised by
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Figure 2. Dalton's table of saturated vapour pressures (1808) In the first four columns Dalton was trying to improve on what he thought to be
the failings of the ordinary Fahrenheit scale, which appears in Column 5. His saturated vapour pressure table for ether appears in Column

lalton

{,

was also trying to find a fixed ratio to extrapolate the relationship between temperature and,Bh/B lt will be, seen that his figure for the

boiling point of ether was slightly higher than the currently accepted 34.6'C.
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Andrew Ure in 1818, and this version was used byJohn
Snow

in

1847.

Another question that Dalton researched was the
behaviour of a mixture of different gases or vapours,
and the possibility of complex interactions between the
various attractive and repulsive forces postulated by
contemporary theory, which might affect the total

pressure exerted by such a mixture in a closed
container. By adding one vapour to another in his
vacuum, Dalton showed that the effects were simply
additive, and so arrived at his Law of Partial Pressures.
So we see that virtually all the basic scientific
information necessary to construct an efficient
vaporizer was already available in 1846. What perhaps
is remarkable is the speed with which these basic
principles of physics were appreciated and applied by
the man who became the first specialist anaesthetist,
John Snow (r8f3-1858).

John Snow's First Ether Vapori,zer
The first ether anaesthetics in London were
administered on 19th and 21st December 1846. The
ether was vaporized from a sponge in aglass container.
It is on record that Snow was present on 28th
December when a patient was anaesthetised by the
dentist John Robinson. Beginning 19 days later, and
during the following few weeks, at meetings of the
Westminster Medical Sociery of which he was a very
active member, and in publication in the journals,

off the table. The purpose of the coiled metal tube was
to warm the air before it entered the vaporizer. A spiral
channel increased the surface area of ether over which
the air had to travel, with the aim of ensuring full
saturation. A valve at the mouthpiece prevented the
return of exhaled air into the apparatus, and an air
hole and rotatable ferule allowed the inspired mixture
to be diluted by air. Anticipating a problem which
arose over 100 years later, when halothane was
introduced into anaesthetic practice, Snow assured his
audience that pure ether did not react with tin or other
metals.

In a subsequent major publication Snow explained

the principle of saturated vapour

pressure and

acknowledged his debt to Dalton. He pointed out that
glass and sponge, used in the earliest inhalers, were
poor conductors of heat, and explained the physical
principles underlying the design of his own apparatus.
In use, Snow set the temperature of his water bath at
between 65' and 70"F. From his table we see that this
would have given rather less than 50Vo ether vapour, if
full saturation could consistently be achieved, and this
would be diluted with air before it reached the patient.
A problem which beset the early practitioners was the

Snow laid down almost all of the basic principles which

determine the design of

of the modern

anaesthetic

vaporizer.

The very first sentence of his first major paper on

the inhalation of ether vapour, published in the
I.ondon Medical Gazette, set out the essential
requirement. "It will be at once admitted that the

medical practitioner ought to be acquainted with the
strength of the various compounds which he applies as
remedial agents, and that he ought, if possible, to be
able to regulate their potency. The compound of ether
vapour and of air is no exception to this rule ..."4Io
achieve this end he quickly realised, and continued to
stress, the controlling influence of temperature.
Among his first publications was the table which he
calculated from llre's data for the SVP of ether, to
show the percentage of ether contained in 100 cubic
inches of a mixture of ether vapour and air at various
temperatures. As early as Z3rdJanuary 1847 he showed
at a meeting of the Westminster Medical Society a
vaporizer, described as a round tin box, two inches
deep and four to five inches in diameter, with a tube of
flexible white metal coiled round and soldered to it
(Fig. 3). Attached to an opening at the top of the box
was a flexible tube which led to the mouthpiece. In use
the container was placed in a bowl of water at the

temperature corresponding

to the percentage of

vapour that the operator wished to glve, This was read
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Figure 3. John Snow's first ether vaporizer
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purity of the ether. This was determined by measuring
the boiling point.
So the principle which Snow was teaching was very
clear - to use the temperature to set a known upper
limit to the ether concentration, and having pegged it
at the required level, to dilute it with air according ro
the clinical need.
The kineti,c theory of gases
In 1857 the physical chemist Rudolph Clausius
( 1822-1888) proposed a kinetic theory of gases, argutng
that the temperature of a gas was an expression of the
ene{gy of its molecules, and that pressure effects were
the result of molecular collisions with the walls of the
container. This idea was elaborated by the Scottish
physicist and mathematician, James Clerk Maxwell
(1831-1879), and, separat.ly, by the Austrian physicist
Ludwig Edward Bolzmann (f844-f906). Maxwell
developed an equation which took account of the

at any given
temperature moved in all directions and at all
velocities. Picturing that the velocities, or energy
distributions, of molecules of liquid in a closed
container, approximated to a Gaussian curve, a few
would be moving slowly, the m{ority at intermediate
statistical probability that molecules

velocities, and a small number very quickly. The rapid,
high energy molecules, are the ones which will leave
the surface of the liquid and vaporize. A flow of carrier
gas across the surface ofthe liquid, as in an anaesthetic
vaporizer, will flush out these high energy molecules,
and the total energy in the container, measured as its
temperature, will fall. The remaining low energy
molecules will not vaporize until more energ'y, in the
form ofheat, is supplied from outside. The acceptance

of the kinetic theory was the final nail in the coffin of
caloric.

The splitting ratin

A major contribution to the design of

the

constant temperature, and hence at a constant
saturated vapour pressure, by using, as a constant
temperature heat reservoir, the latent heat of fusion
of calcium chloride crystals, which melt at 30"C. The
apparatus consisted of three concentric chambers.
The outer contained ether, the middle one calcium
chloride crystals, and the innbr was filled and
refilled with very hot water, which transferred its
heat to the crystals, the temperature of which did
not rise above 30"C until they had all melted. A
thermometer immersed in the crystals indicated
their temperature. This temperature, once the
vaporizer reached its operational condition, and
hence also the SVP of the ether, remained constant
for a long time, which allowed the mixture control to
be reliably calibrated. The apparatus was ideal for
maintaining a steady level of anaesthesia, and in
emergency situations could be left with relatively
unskilled staff under the general supervision of a
trained anaesthetist. The main problem was that it
took at least half an hour to prepare it for action, but
this served to inculcate into a whole generation of
anaesthetists the good habit of always being the first
to arrive in theatre. Vaporizers such as the OMV and
triservice machines are linear descendants of this
apparatus.

Another method of overcoming the problem of
maintaining full saturation was embodied in the
Pinson 'bomb', and also in the Offord Vaporizer Mark
2, in which ether was kept above its boiling point, so
that pure ether vapour could be metered directly into
the gas stream. This was potentially very dangerous
and these apparatuses were never produced
commercially; but a similar idea was used in vaporizers
such as the Copper Kettle, of the early 1950s, and the
BOC Halox device, where a separately metered flow of
oxygen as the carrier gas was used to provide a
saturated vapour which was then mixed with the main
minute volume gas flow.

anaesthetic vaporizer was made by A.G. Levy, who

emphasized

the importance of the gas

mixture

leaving the vaporizing chamtrer fully saturated at all
times, and introduced the idea of the splitting ratio.

He also took into account the influence of flow
patterns, whether laminar or turbulent, and
provided the ability to compensate for temperature
change.?
'D

esigner'

a a,p orizers
The vaporizer which made use par excellence of the

Although the principles of vaporizer design were
available from the early days of anaesthesia,
developments were constrained by the conditions
under which the early anaesthetists worked. Until the
inception of the National Health Service most were
peripatetic, giving their services free in the voluntary
hospitals, and making their living by travelling from
one private patient to another. Flence portability was
of the essence. In no way would a modern anaesthetic

fit

essential principles of the physics of vaporization, with

apparatus, with all its attendant monitoring devices,

great ingenuity and intelligence, was the Oxford

into his pocket, his top hat, or the boot of his Austin
Seven. Today we live in a different era, and the factors
which influence equipment design are happily quite

Vaporizer Mark 1. This was designed at the beginning
of the Second World War by a team of physicists and
anaesthetists at Oxford, led by Professor Robert
Macintosh, and it became standard issue to the Armed
Forces. The principle was to vaporize ether at a

92
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This has necessarily been a very brief exposition and there are many
sions;

Pxef

omisfur-

and Joule, for example. Sadly, for those who wish to read

of interest will be {ound in papers published in the Proceedings of the
History of Anaesthesia Society-

ther, all the excellent books on the history of the basic sciences are out of

with
relativity. l.
However some may still to be found in second-hand bookshops. There is
anexcellentfactualaccountofearlymodernscienceinthetwobooksby
2.
A. Wolf, A history of science, technology and philosophy in the 16th and
17th centuries; ditto, in the lSth century; originally published in London
by Allen and Unwin, London, 1935 and 1938, and reprinted in a revised
edition in 1968 by Peter Smith, Cloucester, Mass. There is a more acade- 3.
mic and mathematical treatment, suitable for examination candidates, 4.
which includes developments up to the 1940s, in Holton, C. and Roller,
DHD. Foundations o{ modern physical science. Reading Mass. Addison- 5.
Wesley. 1958. For brief but informative biographies, Asimov, l.
Biographical encyclopaedia of science and technology. London, Pan 6.
Books, 1975, is recommended. Hurd, DL and Kipling, ll- eds. The origins
and growth of physical science, 2 vols. Harmondsworth, Pelican 8ooks, 7.
1964, contains excerpts of a number of the classic works referred to
print, having given way to less useful publications on esoteric topics
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